Role
Senior Frontend Engineer

Who we are
Outdoorsy.com is an Austin, Texas based company which launched the first international peer-to-peer Recreational Vehicle rental platform. Private RV owners can list their RV’s for rent on Outdoorsy. Our platform handles availability scheduling, payment processing, communication, insurance, GPS tracking and roadside assistance all built in. Our rapidly growing user base has taken us from the United States to Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Our engineering team is a small group of self-starting developers who are motivated by making an impact on the lives of our users, both financially for our owners or experientially for our renters.

Who you are
A hands on senior frontend developer that has built and refactored code bases to follow best practices. You’ve worked on marketplaces in the past and excel at understanding user search dynamics from a product level. You’re a stickler for performance and great user experiences. Comprehensive test coverage is a must for any code. Maintainability and code reuse are always top of mind when building new functionality or reviewing pull requests from the team.

Stack
- Ember JS
  - Ember 2.16 and above with Ember-data
  - Fastboot (Node Server Side Rendering)
  - Rehydration
  - QUnit + Mirage
- SCSS
- CircleCI
- Github
- React (external SDK integrations only)

Experience
- 2+ Years Ember.JS
  - Building composable DDAU components
  - Unit testing with QUnit + Mirage
  - Addon maintenance
- 2+ Year of building UI/UX
  - Cross platform design
  - Mobile first / Responsive design
  - HTML / SCSS / Twitter Bootstrap
- Github
  - Code Reviews / Feature Branches / Pull requests
- NPM
  - Package deployment

Please contact us at engineering@outdoorsy.com for questions and applications. Thanks!